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Abstract  

   

This article proposes to develop a brief analysis for better understanding of the current regulatory environment in Brazil 

with regard to the distribution of natural gas, especially considering some of the innovations introduced by the Gas Law 

(11.909 / 2009), which brings the free consumer, the self-producer and the self-importer. Public natural gas utilities 

(specifically distribution pipelines) are under state jurisdiction, according to Brazilian constitutional provisions. The 

State of Sao Paulo is remarkable in this field for its achievements in developing and expanding the infrastructure of 

canalized gas services, as well as for the reorganization carried through in middle of the decade of 1990, which allowed 

the current expansion and development of the gas market in this state. The present paper, considered this context, 

examined the contracts of concession of the three natural gas companies in the State of Sao Paulo and analyzed the 

existence of a clause providing the mandatory allowance of open access to the net of distribution gas-lines, as well as the 

regulatory framework that disaggregating the gas commercialization to the distribution service. The methodology 

consisted of literature review and survey of various data on websites. Based on that, it is possible to realize that the 

existent regulatory framework creates disparity of scenarios throughout the Brazilian territory and consequently that 

legal uncertainty prevents greater investment in the sector.  

  

1. Introduction  

  

 According Gas Law (2009), natural gas is: “any hydrocarbon that remains in gaseous state under normal 

atmospheric conditions, produced directly from petroleum or gas reservoirs, whose composition may contain wet, dry 

and residual gases.” As it is, natural gas is composed mainly by methane (CH4), around 90%, and ethane (C2H6), 

around 10%. There are other components like hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen, helium and 

heavier fractions of hydrocarbons, wich count for small fractions of the average overall composition of the natural gas. 

Natural gas showed timid participation in the Brazilian energy matrix back in 1990. However, this scenario 

changed in the late 1990s, when the government invested in the construction of the Bolivia Brazil Gas Pipeline 

(GASBOL). The pipeline may be considered a milestone in the Brazilian natural gas infrastructure since it provided 

more firm and solid conditions for gas supply and enabled the consequent expansion of such market, according to 

Moutinho dos Santos et al. (2002).  

Another important moment in the history of the Brazilian natural gas trade was the Natural Gas Massification 

Plan launched in the late 2003, according to Sonja (2014).  Such plan, along with the freezing of natural gas prices, 

enabled natural gas competitiveness and resulted in a considerably increased consumption of it. Since then, natural gas 

has been more constantly present in the Brazilian energy scenario.  

In addition to its importance in ensuring the diversification of the Brazilian energy matrix by increasing energy 

security, natural gas also has environmental advantages in comparison to other fossil fuels, since it emits less pollutants 

than coal burning or oil use (Moutinho dos Santos et al., 2002). 
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Moreover, according to the forecast, there will be increased natural gas supply in the coming years due to the 

Pre-Salt layer discovery and to the estimated volume of gas associated with it (Fiorenze et al., 2013). 

Thus, natural gas has enormous potential. However, Brazil has been facing some issues that hinder the full 

development of such fuel industry. Among these issues, it is worth mentioning the poor infrastructure and, by 

approaching the subject in the current study, the lack of regulatory harmonization that derives from a scenario of 

different interpretations and enactments of rules applicable to different Brazilian States, which, in turn, implies legal 

insecurity. 

Souza (1996) states that the legal security is an essential item in both the general theory and the philosophy of 

law, mainly due to the Codification Movement. According to the author, the security in the law and its observance by 

judges and courts are the basis of the state and legalistic positivism. Similarly, José Joaquim Gomes Canotilho (2000) 

says that the legal security, which is essential to the State of Law, is developed according to concepts such as stability 

and predictability. With respect to stability, when it comes to the decisions made by public authorities, once they are 

made "[...] they shall not be arbitrarily changed; it is only reasonable to change them in the presence of particularly 

relevant material assumptions." On the other hand, predictability refers to "[...] the requirement of certainty and 

accountability, on the part of the citizens, regarding the legal effects of normative acts." 

The difficulty of the natural gas market in order to win a bigger space in the Brazilian energy matrix is 

understandable in a scenario with such disparity of standards, or even with lack of standards. The Oil Law (Law No. 

9478/1997) and the aforementioned Gas Law (11909/2009) are the main laws currently addressing the natural gas issue 

in Brazil. 

The Oil Law addresses the upstream and midstream issues, i.e., it regulates the natural gas production, 

processing and transport activities. According to this law, any interested party shall have access to transport pipelines 

and terminals; and the ANP is responsible for authorizing both the construction and the operation of transportation 

facilities (Mathias, Cechi, 2013). 

According to Mathias and Cechi (2013): “The Oil Law states that the ANP - through the regulation, contracting 

and supervision of the economic activities in the oil, natural gas and biofuel industries - has the authority to implement 

national policies related to such industries in order to ensure the supply and to protect the interests of consumers as to 

the price, quality and availability of products.” 

Although the aforementioned Law covers several points about the natural gas chain so far neglected in our 

legislation, it has proved to be insufficient to effectively regulate the entire natural gas industry. This article intends to 

describe the current regulatory environment in Brazil with regard to the distribution of natural gas, especially 

considering some of the innovations introduced by the Gas Law (11.909 / 2009), which brings the free consumer, the 

self-producer and the self-importer. Also, this research studies The State of Sao Paulo regulatory framework. 

 

2. Brazilian Natural Gas legal scene 

 

 Oil Law (Law No. 9478/1997) and Gas Law (11909/2009) are the main federal laws currently addressing the 

natural gas issue in Brazil. 

              The Oil Law addresses the upstream issues, i.e., it regulates the natural gas production activities. Before Gas 

Law, Oil Law prescribed that any interested party shall have access to transport pipelines and terminals; and the ANP is 

responsible for authorizing both the construction and the operation of transportation facilities (Mathias, Cechi, 2013). 

Although the Oil Law covers several points about the natural gas chain so far neglected in our legislation, it has proved 

to be insufficient to effectively regulate the entire natural gas industry. Thus, the Law 11909/2009 – Gas Law – was 

enacted to regulate the part that was not regulated by the Oil Law. Regarding such Law, Mathias and Cechi (2013) say: 

 

“Among the main changes introduced by the Law, it is worth highlighting the return of 

planning to the federal level (Ministry of Mines and Energy), the change in the grant scheme 

for the exercise of transport activity (from authorization to grant), the implementation of 

biddings to choose the concessionaire that will perform the transport activity, and the 

conduction of public calls to set the conveyors that will have access to the transport pipeline 

in its available capacity.” 
 

As it was previously indicated, the Gas Law also introduces the figures of the self-producer (natural gas 

producer and explorer agents who use all or part of their production as raw material or fuel in their industrial facilities), 

auto-importer (agents authorized to import natural gas and who use all or part of the imported product as raw material or 

fuel in their industrial facilities) and free consumer (agents who have the option to purchase natural gas from any 

production, import or trade agent) (Negreiros, 2013). 

It is worth emphasizing that the aforementioned federal law gave new powers to the ANP, namely: authorizing 

the natural gas trading activity in the competence sphere of the Union, registering natural gas supply contracts, issuing 

natural gas self-producer and self-importer registrations, and allowing natural gas loading activity (Mathias, Cechi, 

2013). 
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2.1. Law 11.909/09 – The Gas law 

 

The Gas Law (11.909/2009) covers activities related to natural gas transport, pursuant to Article 177 of the 

Federal Constitution, as well as its treatment, processing, storage, liquefaction, regasification and commercialization. 

This Law also changes provisions from the Petroleum Law (9.478/97). 

The transport of natural gas shall be performed by corporations or consortia, whose formation is governed by 

Brazilian Laws, with headquarters and administration in the Country, at the entrepreneur’s own risk and expense. The 

corporation/consortia must submit to the following regimes: (a) the concession, preceded by the bidding process, shall 

be applied to all transport gas pipelines considered as being of general interest; or (b) the authorization shall be applied 

to the transport gas pipelines that involve international agreements. 

The Ministry of Mines and Energy will establish the guidelines for the transport capacity hiring process and 

consider the Country’s pipeline network studies regarding its expansion. The objectives are to propose the gas transport 

pipelines that shall be built or expanded and to define the concession or authorization regime. The natural gas transport 

concessions shall be in force for thirty years as from the date of the agreement’s signature. They may be extended for 

equal terms, under the conditions set forth in the concession agreement. ANP shall promote the bidding process for this 

concession. 

Third parties access to pipelines is ensured by Gas Law’s Article 33, which prescribes that “the access to the 

transport gas pipelines shall be through the hiring of the following transport services, among other ways provided for by 

the regulations: I - firm, in available capacity; II - interruptible, in idle capacity; and III - extraordinary, in available 

capacity” (Gas Law, 2009). The open access shall be both in available capacity and, after its full hiring, to idle capacity 

shall (PINTO, 2014). 

Open access to interruptible transport services, in idle capacity, and extraordinary, in available capacity, shall 

be pursuant to the regulations, having the publicity, transparency and guarantee of access ensured to all interested parties 

(Article 34). The Directive issued in 2016 (ANP 11/2016) also features rules for several aspects of the natural transport. 

Capacity assignment, understood as a transfer, is authorized in whole or in part, of the firm transport capacity hired 

usage rights. In order to preserve the Carrier’s rights, ANP regulates the capacity assignment (Gas Law, 2009). The 

main different points between Petroleum Law and Gas Law are described in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Petroleum Law versus Gas Law (ANP, 2009). 

 

Rules 

Law # 9,478 (1997)  

(Petroleum Law) 

Law # 11,909 (2009)  

(Gas Law) 

Third party access Negotiated between the parties 
Open season procedures for firm transport 

service 

Transportation Negotiated between the parties 
Set (concession) or approved (authorization) 

by ANP 

Tariffs  ---------  --------- 

Storage  --------- Concession or authorization by ANP 

Import Authorized by ANP Authorized by MME 

Gas trading No regulation Authorized by ANP 

Shortage ---------  Overseeing of transmission by ANP  

Natural Gas transport 

Authorized by ANP 

no contracts signed between transporter 

and ANP 

no expiration date for authorization 

Concession by ANP 

Concession contracts signed with ANP last for 

30 years 

Authorization by ANP in particular cases 

Gas quality Standards set by ANP Standards set by ANP 

Transport contracts Sent to ANP after signed Previous approval by ANP 

New pipelines Proposed by players Proposed by MME 

 

 
In addition, Decree 7382 regulates Chapters I through VI and VIII of Gas Law 11.909/09. In this regarding, 

says that The Ministry of Mines and Energy shall: I - propose, on its own initiative or driven by third parties, the 

transport gas pipelines that shall be built or expanded; II - establish the guidelines for the transport capacity hiring 

process; III - define the authorization regime applicable to each case to the natural gas transport activity (Article 6). 

In this sense, for the purposes on its own initiative or driven by third parties, the Ministry of Mines and 

Energy shall prepare the Ten-Year Plan for Expansion of the Gas Pipeline Transport Network (PEMAT), preferably 

revised on an annual basis, based on studies developed by the Energy Research Company – EPE (Croso, Santos, 2014) 

(Croso, 2015). PEMAT was published in 2014 (EPE, 2014), and only Guapimirim-Itaboraí (Rio de Janeiro) gas pipeline 

was an eligible project. This pipeline will be 7 miles long and will transport 17.4 cubic meters/day from Guapimirim, 

one of the arrival points of the gas from the pre-salt fields, to Itaboraí to supply the gas to the new gas petrochemical 

complex COMPERJ, which is currently under construction. The winner of the 30-year concession will be the company 

that offers the lowest transportation tariff (IBERGLOBAL, 2014). Petrobras recently announced that COMPERJ 

construction is under review. The calculations on the costs of the pipeline were under investigation until September, 

2016, when the government canceled the auction.  

For importation and storage, as well, any enterprise or consortium of enterprises organized under the 

Brazilian laws, with headquarters and administration in the Country need authorizations provide by ANP. 
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 In the transportation sector which has characteristics of a natural monopoly, constituting typical essential 

facilities. Therefore, ANP is responsible for establishing rules that guarantee free access of third parts to the transport 

installations, and also for solving possible conflicts, as determined by art. 58 of Petroleum Law.  

  Concerning the free access, the Directive issued in 2016 (ANP 11/2016) features rules for several aspects of 

the natural transport, among them: service providers in natural gas transport, operational swap of natural gas and the 

hiring process for capacities of transportation of natural gas 

 Since its establishment and within its legal scope, the ANP works to promote the expansion of the gas pipeline 

network. In 2009, the Gas Law (Law 11909 / 2009) assigned the Agency with the duty to authorize the 

commercialization of natural gas, to promote bidding rounds and to execute concession contracts for pipelines; to 

establish (in case of concessions) or approve (in case of permits) natural gas transportation rates and inspect the permits 

and their resulting contracts. The Agency also regulates and inspects the warehousing of natural gas, oversees the 

transportation of the product in the network and coordinates it in contingency situations. (ANP, 2016). ANP issued 

Directives 27, 28 and 29 in 2005, in order to regulate matters involving the natural gas transport. Later, ANP Directive 

15 of 2014, replaced Directive 29/2005. As said before, there was also a Directive issued in 2016 (ANP 11/2016), 

which features rules for several aspects of the natural transport. 

 

2.2 Open access 

 

The open access system network was originated by the doctrine of "essential facilities" used in US antitrust 

cases. The third-party access regulations in the Gas Law (Law 11.909/2009) is specific to pipelines, differently from the 

third-party access rules for liquids (oil and its derivatives) and natural gas transport facilities previously established by 

the Petroleum Law. Under the Petroleum Law rules for third-party access, ANP published Directives nº 27/2005 and 

28/2005; thus, they are being review within the 2015’s Consultation and Public Hearing. 

In 2016, Directive nº 11 was published and the most relevant aspects of the non-discriminatory third party 

access to gas pipelines regulation can be summarized as the following: 

1. The mechanism for Transport Capacity Allocation to interested Carriers; 

2. The procedures for pipeline congestion management (contractual or physical); 

3. The transport services offered by the Transporter to Carriers and the regulated Tariffs.  

4. The balancing rules for pipeline; and 

5. The rules for capacity release. 

6. The need for transparent information regarding pipeline’s capacity calculation. Without proper knowledge of the 

capabilities subject to contracting, how they are calculated and allocated, there is no guarantee that prospective carriers 

are able to use them fully. 

Throughout the nine years of this set of Directives regarding third party access to pipelines, no effectiveness to 

provide the entry of other Carriers in the Brazilian natural gas industry was observed. In addition, the Directive nº 

11/2016 regulates the operational exchange of natural gas, introduced by Article 15 of Decree nº 7382/2010, which set 

up an alternative third-party access to transport pipelines (ANP, 2015).  

 

2.2.1 Tariff Criteria Directive 

 

ANP Directive nº 15/2014 discriminates transport types while address the propositions approval procedure 

for NG transport tariffs sent by the industry. In its 4th Article, Directive nº 15/2014 describes the calculation principles 

for transport tariffs, referred as the following: 

 To represent an efficient, safe and reliable pipeline operation;  

 To allow enough revenue for the Transporter’s costs, a fair and adequate investments return in transport 

services facilities, and their respective depreciation and amortization of the Regulatory Assets Base, which 

corresponds to its Allowed Revenue Cap; and  

 To not promote a discriminatory or preferential treatment among Carriers. 

 

The Transport Tariffs applicable to the Firm Transportation Service approved by the ANP will be 

periodically reviewed every 5 years from the Commencement Date. This periodic review process aims at updating and 

adapting the methodology and parameters used to calculate the return on investment given the macroeconomic 

conditions and prevailing market in the country. ANP, within 180 days prior to the base date, will request the Carrier’s 

proposal of revision. This review may involve the recalculation of transport rates applicable to other transport services 

that have been settled on by the Firm Transportation Service (Article, 19 §§ 1, 2, 3). 
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2.3 Distribution 

 

The activity of natural gas distribution starts at the delivery station (Custody Transfer Station), known as city 

gate. The local concessionary is the competent company to distribute natural gas until the final consumer, due to the 

constitutional competence of the States on this subject (art. 25, § 2 CF/88). The final usage can be residential, 

commercial, industrial and automotive.  

The distribution is the final step of the chain, in physical terms, and happens, in general, by pipelines of 

molten iron, steel and polyethylene, in low and medium pressure (between 4 to 20 atm) (SANTOS et al., 2002). In this 

sector, gas must meet the standards specified by ANP’s decree, as well as contain smell, in order to easily identify any 

kind of leaks. Santos et al. (2002) suggests that where the net infra structure does not exist, the delivery of natural gas 

may be anticipated by distribution by liquefied natural gas in bulk, or even by high-pressure cylinders, known as virtual 

pipeline.  

Medeiros (2000) adds that these pipelines need to be monitored 24 hours per day, during the whole year. In 

order to do so, transport and distribution companies keep supervisors who control the data acquisition system, which are 

computerized systems that allow the information acquisition and the gas stream control through the net by satellite or 

telephone communication systems1. This allows the supply reliability, as well as system operation safety.  

The costs of the distribution activity are high and the deadline to obtain invested capital return is long. That is 

why the entrepreneurs can see the vertical integration of the chain as a way to get stronger in the market, as well as have 

enough capital to expand and assure the final consume of its product. Furthermore, when vertical integrating, the 

economic agent proportionate supply safety to its client and may aim cash flow compensation in activities not that 

profitable which are important to the final use of the gas obtained by a take-or-pay contract, for example. 

Therefore, Santos (2002, p.185) lectures that the natural gas industry continues constrained by its inherent 

hardness, especially on the transport and distribution systems, because “the gas own volatility and its lower energetic 

density when compared to oil and coal, make much more complex and expensive the transport and distribution of 

gaseous hydrocarbons”.  

Through this perspective, the creation of an environment favorable to the increment of crucial infra structure, 

and to the growth of the rational use of gas in the Brazilian energetic matrix becomes necessary. In order to be achieved, 

this interaction between offer and demand needs to adopt a coherent and open governmental policy, or the usage of 

instigation methods for a more competitive environment. We are going to talk more about that in the next topic. 

 

3. Distribution and the case of São Paulo 

 

Firstly, it is necessary clarifying the difference between trade and distribution within the herein addressed 

dynamics. According to Pompeu Filho (2015), the distribution corresponds to the piped gas public service. In the past, 

the States operated through public companies in trading activities such as energy buying, selling and distribution. 

However, as the author explains: 

 
“After the 1988 Federal Constitution, there was a split in the gas sphere. Contrary to what 

happened in the electric power industry, whose competence was exclusive to the Union, the 

competence towards gas was divided between the States and the Union. The States were 

responsible for establishing rules to operate the local gas distribution services, directly or 

through concession, whereas the Union was responsible for the natural gas trading activity 

(buying and selling).” 

 

Decree 7382/2010 regulated the Law 11909/09 – the Gas Law. In addition, it introduced the figures of the 

self-producer, self-importer and free consumers in the Brazilian scenario. However, such figures depend on state 

regulations in order to be implemented and, therefore, represent a real opening of the gas market. Nevertheless, if one 

takes into consideration the 26 Brazilian States and the Federal District, five (5) years after the decree was enacted, only 

nine (9) States are accordingly regulated, namely: São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Espirito Santo, Maranhão, Amazonas, 

Minas Gerais, Mato Grosso do Sul, Pernambuco and Paraná. 

Based on the preceding paragraph, it is possible seeing the disparity between the Brazilian Southeastern 

region and the other States. The normative scenario related to the natural gas matter in the Southeastern region is more 

advanced than in any other Brazilian region. 

Rio de Janeiro State serves as an example. Since 2008, i.e., before the Gas Law, the State regulations already 

had the free consumer figure (Associação Brasileira das Empresas distribuidoras de Gás Canalizado- ABEGÁS, 2015). 

Thus, the concession agreements signed with CEG and CEG-Rio in 1997 - after the natural gas distribution sector was 

                                                           
1 Another method explained by the author is the intelligent PIGs, which are devices of robot inspection, used in the 

inspection of inner walls of the pipelines in order to measure the corrosion, defects, the inner diameter of a tube section 

the to remove material accumulated through its sections.  
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privatized - guaranteed that consumers with mean consumption higher than 100,000 m3/d had the right to acquire 

directly from the producer, after a 10-year exclusivity period. 

As related by Sant Ana et al. (2011), the restructuring of natural gas distribution and retail trading in São 

Paulo started with the privatization of “Companhia de Gás da São Paulo” (Comgas) in April 1999. Two other, fresh 

concession areas were created by the state government and granted, after public auctions, to “Gas Brasiliano 

Distribuidora Ltda”, in December 1999, and to “Gás Natural São Paulo Sul S/A”, in May 2000. 

According to Costa (2006), São Paulo State really showed an unusual situation: 
 

 “the concession agreements have already contemplated the opening of 

natural gas trade to industrial users, to large thermoelectric consumers 

(contractual mean monthly consumption equivalent to at least 

500,000m³), as well as to vehicular, cogeneration (commercial by pass) 

and interruptible natural gas consumers, twelve years after the contract 

was signed - in the case of Comgás S.A. -, and after the  operation of the 

respective Custody Transfer Station has begun; or for a 20-year period 

after the concession agreement was signed, whichever occurs first, in the 

case of the concessionaires Gás Brasiliano Distribuidora LTDA and Gás 

Natural São Paulo Sul S.A.” 

 

The clause is a contractual separation of gas transport, sale and purchase activities. It allows the entry of other 

agents; however, it links the use of the local distributer’s pipeline to natural gas sellers (COSTA, 2006). Such use is 

certainly expensive and the access tariff value is a matter that deserves attention. The distribution system use tariffs will 

be established by the State regulatory agency, safeguarded the principles of reasonableness, transparency, and publicity, 

as well as the specificities of each facility (BRASIL, 2014).  

São Paulo since the beginning acted in a way that the state regulatory agency (ARSESP) sought to stablish a 

regulatory model that increases da possibility of an open market with the access of free consumers. In 2011, ARSESP 

enacted the Resolution n. 230 and Resolution n. 231 on trade and free-consumer, respectively. 

In the meantime, Costa, Anuatti, Santos (2007) approached the access price concept within a perspective of 

equivalence to the system operation, maintenance and construction costs without discouraging consumers to become free 

consumers. It is worth emphasizing the importance of keeping on granting fair rates to cover the operation and 

maintenance costs, as well as compensations to encourage prudent investments by the concessionaire. 

Thus, it is possible seeing the great issue that involves the insertion of figures such as free consumers, self-

producers and self-importers: since greater competitiveness suggests lower prices and higher quality of services, how 

can we ensure the existence of harmonious rules to promote the development of the free gas market in Brazil? 

Therefore, it is worth highlighting the differences between the state’s rules already issued on the subject. 

According to ABEGÁS (2013), by making a deeper analysis of the regulations in the aforementioned States, it is 

possible seeing that the standards are more geared to protecting the distributors in States such as Rio de Janeiro, 

Maranhão and Amazonas, whereas in others, such as São Paulo and Espírito Santo, there is a set of rules, which are 

more geared to the final consumer. Still according to ABEGÁS, such market opening analysis is feasible if one assesses: 
 

“...some regulatory attributes associated with the opening of the market. 

They may be highlighted as follows: i) the conditions imposed on 

consumers to become free consumers; ii) the requirements imposed on 

free consumers of long-term natural gas hiring; iii) determining a notice 

period; and iv) restricting the participation of the free market.” 

 

 

In 2016, the Brazilian Government created an Initiative called “Gas para Crescer”, in which Petrobras (2016) 

had pointed out that some key issues need to be addressed in this industry institutional change, so that there is an 

affordable, secure and liquid market, such as: 

 

• A new transport system measure – considering inputs and outputs; 

• A creation of business environment that provides liquidity for exchange between agents; 

• The needing for an independent manager of the transportation system; 

• Adjustments in the interaction with the electric sector to lower overall cost of service; 

• Adjustments in the tax model. 

  

 Currently, “Gas para Crescer” is under discussion and there will be Public Auctions probably in June. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

The relevance of the commercialization activity is to transform the owner of the infra structure net in a service 

delivery (or at least in its bigger part), engendering the competition by the possibility that the consumers may buy the 

product from different natural gas traders.  

However, in most Brazilian states, there is not such prevision in the concession contracts, according to the 

study made by SCG-ANP, there are only clauses in this sense in states as São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro (SCG, 2005). 

The Gas Law, in its article 48, says that the natural gas commercialization agreements shall contain a clause for the 

resolution of possible controversies, which may provide for arbitration agreement, pursuant to Law 9307 of September 

23, 1996. In the Article 49, the Law states that the public enterprises and the government- controlled corporations, their 

subsidiaries and affiliated companies, holders of concession or authorization, are authorized to adhere to the instrument 

and arbitration agreement referred to in the previous article. The rights related to credits and debts deriving of hiring of 

natural gas dealt with in article 47 are regarded as available. 

Negreiros (2013) points out that the natural gas industry is at different development stages worldwide and that 

the legislation detail level for the sector reflects the dynamics that characterizes it (in which there is no legislation on the 

transport and trade of natural gas; the natural gas contribution to its energy matrix is not significant). It happens because, 

as it was demonstrated in the current study, the degree of reliability by users and investors depends on how robust the 

regulation of the matter is. 

If on the one hand, the opening of the final market has the potential to increase the efficiency of services and 

to reduce the gas price in order to increase competition; on the other hand, the possible reduction in the revenues of 

distribution companies may compromise the pace of investments in the distribution network expansion. Thus, 

reconciling goals, such as encouraging the competition and the distribution network growth, requires the opening of the 

final market to be accompanied by the adoption of other regulatory mechanisms as a way to ensure the investments by 

distributor companies (Colomer, 2013). São Paulo is the most advanced state in the regulation and organization of this 

new “open market”, and it is also the most important one related to industry concentration. Even though, as showed in 

this paper, there are still some important gaps. 

Therefore, it is worth building a regulatory harmonization, including the legal and regulatory aspects, in order 

to develop a robust gas market in Brazil. Nevertheless, it is necessary acknowledging the need of lowering the barriers 

to the entry of other companies, due to the reduction of Petrobras' market power. 

In addition, it is possible to conclude that the creation, editing, issuing and application of standards at State 

level should be extremely consistent with a national policy to promote natural gas use, as well as include clear regulatory 

incentives to expand the networks and make the piped gas services universal. 

Regulatory agenda for natural gas in Brazil currently is under discussion through the Initiative called “Gas 

para Crescer”, which intends to build a framework attractive for investments. And the state of São Paulo will probably 

play significant role in all the discussions. 
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